
WANT TO LEARN MORE?

Design and make your own buttons with the six cent button press.
Choose between a 3" or 1.75" or 1" button.

START HERE
 

MAKE THE TOP
 In the shallow end (A) insert a blank metal piece,

your design and a clear plastic film. Turn the
base and pull the lever towards you. 

Use the blank templates provided to draw your
own or use the software at www.button-
designer.com to design and print your button.
Cut out your design using the paper punch.

Fill the deep end (B) with the metal pin
piece. Turn the base and pull the handle
toward you. Remove your finished button.

ASSEMBLE

Button Maker
Six Cent Button Press

Button Design Software: www.button-designer.com 

Watch a tutorial on how to use the button maker:

https://my.nicheacademy.com/digitallibraryacademy/course/43096

https://button-designer.com/


Button Maker
Six Cent Button Press

Use the blank templates provided to draw your own or use the free
software at www.button-designer.com to design and print your own
buttons. 

Use the paper punch to cut out your design. 

Fill the shallow end side (labelled A) with a blank metal piece with the lip
down. 

Rotate the base and pull the handle towards you. You will hear a crunch.

Fill the deep end (labelled B) with the pin piece facing upside down. The
curved pin part should be facing out and the straight side facing down.
The pin should be at the top of the button. 

Place your design on top and a plastic film on top of your design.
Ensure the top of your design is at the top of the button. 

Turn the base and pull the handle towards you again. You will hear a
crunch. 
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Design and make your own buttons with the six cent button press.
Choose between a 3" or 1.75" or 1" button.

 

Want to learn more? Watch a video tutorial here
https://my.nicheacademy.com/digitallibraryacademy/course/

43096

8 Turn the base and remove your completed pin.


